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During January and February 1980, the principal moored
array of the International Southern Ocean Studies (Isos)
program was recovered from Drake Passage. The scientific
objectives for which the array was designed as well as a
description of it were presented by Nowlin and Pillsbury
(1979).

The recovery operation was carried out from 17 January
to 27 February on two cruise legs of the R/V Atlantis II (see
figure) operating out of Punta Arenas, Chile. Scientific par-
ticipants, under the direction of Worth D. Nowlin, Jr.,

R/v Atlantis II, operated by Woods Hole Oceanographic Insti-
tution, was the recovery vessel for the isos moored array
DRAKE 19 in Drake Passage during January and February 1980.

included representatives from Texas A&M University, Ore-
gon State University, the University of Washington, Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution, the Instituto Hidrografico
Naval de la Armada de Chile, the Instituto Antartico Argen-
tino, the Servicio de Hidrografia Naval de Argentino, the
Catholic University of Valparaiso, the Skidaway Institute of
Oceanography, and Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Al-

though some instruments were lost, the data recovery rate
for the 1-year experiment was near 90 percent and the field
effort must be judged very successful.

Aside from the recovery of the First Dynamic Response
and Kinematic Experiment, 1979 (FDRAKE 79) moored array,
the Atlantis II cruise accomplished four operational objec-
tives. First, a series of expendable bathythermographs
(xBT's) and hydrographic stations was taken across the
Drake Passage and around the array mooring to describe
the temperature, salinity, and density fields and for use in
interpretation of the time series data. This was the third
such hydrographic survey since deployment of the moor-
ings: the February 1979 survey from R/V Melville was
described by Nowlin and Pillsbury (1979), and the April-
May 1979 survey from AGS Yelcho was described by Worley,
Still, and Sievers (1979). Another objective was to make
vertical profiles of horizontal currents in and near the Polar
Front and the Subantarctic Front. Five such current and
temperature profiles to 2,500 meters depth were obtained
using a free-drop, acoustically-tracked instrument called
Pegasus.

A third objective was to deploy a modest array consisting
of (1) three current meters on a mooring in the central
Drake Passage and (2) deep-sea pressure recorders at 500
meters depth on the north and south sides of the Passage.
Data from this array will extend our measurement records
of currents at that location and pressure variations across
the passage to a sixth consecutive year. It is hoped that these
long-term pilot monitoring measurements, part of a cooper-
ative effort between the Chilean Navy and U.S. scientists
supported by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, will be extended until a 10-year record is
obtained. Plans are to recover the present array in March
1981 from the AGS Yelcho.

Finally, a team of four microbiologists, headed by Roger
Hansen from the Skidaway Institute of Oceanography, par-
ticipated in the first leg aboard Atlantis II. They collected
microorganisms in representative water masses and zones
in order to measure metabolic and reaction rates in ship-
board incubators.
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